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     Which bases accept an emergency call? 
 

o Perth (W.A)              (6199)   

o Alice Springs (N.T.) (8199)  

o Casino (N.E. NSW)        (2199) 

  

  

Emergency call 
 

 The H.E.L.P. (4357) emergency call system is a Telcall+ feature and is available to all 
Austravel club members regardless of Telcall+ subscription status.  You only need 
selcall capability.  (Safety First for all…some financial conditions may apply after 
usage by non Telcall+ subscribers)  

 

 You send a “Secall” call or “Send Position” to H.E.L.P. (4357). 
 

 Selcall on any channel that you think may have propagation to any of the above 

Telcall+ equipped (primary) bases.  You only need to utilise the one selcall (4357) 

number.  You do not have to address a specific base.  All bases listen for this 

number.   This number becomes a broadcast.  

 

 When the H.E.L.P. (4357) selcall number is acknowledged by any of the three (3) 
Telcall+ primary bases, it will initiate an automated SMS message to all of the 
emergency respondent base operator’s mobile phones simultaneously.  
 

 One of the emergency respondents will call you back over the radio after your 
successful emergency (4357) call. 

 

 When your “successful “emergency call is received at a (primary) base, a reply or 

revertive is sent back.  A message capable radio will show you a message 

(EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIVATED) where as with an old radio you just have to 

hear the revertive selcall noise response. You will have to turn off your mute to hear 

the revertive.  If you do not hear a revertive response within a few seconds of your 

call finishing then send the emergency call again and/or on another channel.   As you 

know atmospherics sometimes interfere with selcall sending. 

 

 At this point, once HF radio contact is made, your emergency requirements can be 

managed by voice over the radio. 

 

 


